The Adaptables!
The Nanna's!
(A.K.A The
notorious
N.A.N.S)
The Nanna's have seen it all and
more! They've lived through world
wars, civil rights movements, the
rise and fall of empires and
countless value's within society
chopped and changed before their
very eyes. They have the
experience and the wit to prove it.
The Nanna's will shuffle into your
event accompanied by the soft
tunes of the golden era. Always
keen for a chat and strapped with a
smile. However you will really
notice the Nanna's when the base
drops and they can't help but
dance! Equipped with bouncing
stilts these girls have been known
to jump to heights of 2 metres,
spinning with pirouettes. The
Nanna's will be an original and
entertaining addition that will
brighten up any event!

The Aviators!
The Aviators have been cleared
for landing! They come to you
clad in a blend of classic 20s era
aviator threads, and have been
upgraded with futuristic flying
systems. After being separated
from society for so long they are
keen to research the local
population and share with them
the knowledge they have acquired
in their travels. Night flight
compatible the aviators can be lit
by an intricate system of led lights
and other worldly technology.
Stereo systems have been built in
and can broadcast whatever
music suits the occasion. The
thrusting systems built into the
wings double as juggling clubs.
These juggling clubs create the
illusion of a propeller system and
the aviators have been known to
engage in dogfights with pass
juggling.
The aviators look spectacular,
they are performed by highly
trained and experienced
performers and are extremely
engaging. The aviators are a sight
to behold and will be an instant hit
at any event.

Wheel Deal!
After years preforming in a
travelling circus mud show,
these clowns have packed up
and hit the road. The bikers will
roll into your event calm and
collected with their built in
stereos softly spraying the
sounds of the road. Rolling on
their souped up clown bikes
these low riders are guaranteed
to delight audiences with a
blend of clowning, physical
comedy, slapstick and audience
interaction. They are also pretty
nice just to look at! Great for
engaging with patrons of the
event as well as providing fun
photo opportunities!

Moi!
Jesse Horne is a clown force to be
reckoned with with! His education in
physical theatre/circus has sent him across
the globe including studies in theatre media
& communications in Bathurst, the Clown
Conservatory in San Francisco, and Bont's
international clown school in Spain. His
professional career has spanned over the
last decade performing around the world at
such events as Glastonbury festival in the
U.K, the world expo in China, even
performing for royalty in Abu Dhabi at the
'summer in Abu Dhabi Festival.' He has also
toured extensively throughout the North
American fringe festival circuit performing to
packed houses and rave reviews. Jesse is
a high level juggler, free ladder connoisseur,
equilibrist extraordinaire and all around
master of the ridiculous!

